Additional material created and maintained by Mr. Weil and J. Friedman, Special Consultant, consisting of the following:

1. Lecture cards and notes (envelope)
2. Three SCAMP lectures with cards, 6 folders in one envelope
3. SCAMP Working Papers
4. NSA Consultant - 1 folder mostly personal and personal papers
5. NSA Scientific Advisory Board 19??
6. COMM - Hand Facts in the Cold War (folder)
7. Receipts - 1 folder
8. Machine Identification - 1 folder
9. Piese, Prenters, Regulations etc. (folder)
10. Zimmerman Telegram and Letters

Adelberts 80th. Made in the North

Emirates, Oct 8, 19??
11. Marine Corps Lecture Series 19??

(Covered envelope containing 11 folders)